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A Simple Achievable Concept

- Sufficient market information exists with current drivers, ride and drives, utilities, industry WEB sites, and auto dealers – and yet the technology is misunderstood.

- Communicating EV values to the vehicle consumer is the critical item contributing to successful market penetration.

- If consumers are made aware - and interest and excitement are created - then consumers will seek this information.

- Consumers will make a wise decision and will choose the plug-in vehicle alternative.
Learning from GED Challenges

Lesson #1: When considering a campaign ensure that the founding or parent organization is diverse, and the companies/individuals/organizations engaged in the development have the experience, expertise and a positive reputation.

Lesson #2: Emphasize that sufficient information and product exists to support the consumer - when interest is generated. Don’t under estimate the resources required to develop information and solicit interest. This can absorb funding needed to reach the consumer.

Lesson #3: Emulate other / past successful campaigns such as: Got Milk, The Girl Scouts, Nike “Just Do It”
Learning from GED Challenges

Lesson # 4: Recognize the importance of an anthem or a rallying theme that will attract attention and resonate with your potential funders and the consumer. It is important to recognize that there are experts that do ONLY this, but it can be expensive. Be sure to develop a quality scope of work defining your objectives and budget, then carefully hire the right creative firm.

Lesson # 5: Prior to starting the campaign, the founding organization should consult with experts and attorneys to determine if establishing a Charitable Foundation is the best method to solicit funding needed to sustain the campaign long-term.

Lesson # 6: Don’t be afraid to have a regional focus initially but make sure you use the right firm and market research data to pinpoint the key locations for campaign launch.
Learning from GED Challenges

Lesson #7: You need the right people in the room, with credibility, knowledge, connections, and the willingness to leverage existing relationships AND ask for the necessary funding from the companies or individuals that have the resources to support a successful campaign.

Lesson #8: As the campaign matures, be open to new ideas and directions especially when opportunities arise for creative efforts to connect the campaign with influencers and donors.

Lesson #9: Implement a plan to engage stakeholders and industry participants not directly involved in the initial formation of the campaign. For example, you can expand brand recognition and consumer awareness by allowing partners to use—the brand and tagline “Accelerate the Good” as a message platform. Remember to provide them with the proper guidelines to ensure the integrity of the brand.
An Over Arching Theme

ACCELERATE THE GOOD.
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Campaign Strategy

Assuring the greatest possibility of success.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

- Produce key tools
- Traditional communications
- Television, radio, print, outdoor, co-branded opportunities

- Social & online media
- Facebook, Twitter, blogosphere, website, online events, sponsorship

- Public relations
- Editorial, documentary, events, framing the public discourse, central themes, news media, public officials, define vocabulary

- Campaign strategy
- Message platform
- Campaign concept
- Structure of GoElectricDrives: roll-out plan

- Vet with constituents
- Consumers, funders, partners/board
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GED - Progress To Date

- 501C 3 Foundation created as an education foundation
- Approximately $1.5 M raised from multiple sources to support campaign and foundation development
- Influential leaders joining the GED Board of Directors
- GED – “Accelerate the Good” theme being joined with organizations such as the “Green Sports Alliance”
GED and the Green Sports Alliance

We have leveraged our initial theme and developed partnerships with national entertainment and media.

Our first partner is The Green Sports Alliance—a nonprofit that brings sports organizations and environmental experts together to improve the environmental performance of sports teams.

We will be co-hosting with our partner, The Green Sports Alliance, a series of regional workshops to promote sustainable transportation initiatives at sports venues. Together with GSA, we have chosen (6) locations across the United States to kick off these informational events.
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